
AUGUST UPDATE

Proverbs 13:12 - “Hope deferred maketh the heart sick: but when the desire cometh, it is a tree of

life.” Deferred means to be dragged out or put off. Since March of 2020 we have been hoping to get

to Ireland for a survey trip. Most of you know we have had to reschedule this three times due to

Covid-19 restrictions. At times our hearts have felt sick, but we are beginning to see how God has

been preparing us. We have been able to develop relationships with some great people and learned

more information that have helped us be better prepared for the survey trip. In this time the Lord

has helped us deepen our hope in Christ (Psalm 39:7). The tree of life speaks of refreshing. We

already feel refreshed knowing we are going to Ireland tomorrow but are praying for a fresh

perspective and burden for Ireland. 

 In August, ten churches allowed us to present our ministry. One in Kingsport, TN had already

decided to partner with us before we arrived which was an unexpected blessing! We traveled in the

states of MS, AR, TN, AL, GA, and KY. It was a joy to have the opportunity to preach at all ten of the

churches! Our hearts were encouraged to see and hear how God is continuing to build His church!

Not every church has to be a Laodicean church and not every believer has to fall away in the last

days. It is refreshing to see churches still making an eternal difference with the power of the

Gospel!

PRAYER REQUESTS

Survey trip to Ireland this September. (Update below)
Safety on our travels
Spiritual fruit in September

PRAISES

64% of promised support after 11 months. 
God’s protection and 5 new partnering churches.
Spiritual fruit in September.

IRELAND SPOTLIGHT

During Sep. 1-15 we will be able to visit and learn from some great laborers in Ireland such as Bob

Zemeski in Maynooth, Dan Canavan in Dublin, Craig Ledbetter in Cork, and James Wilson + Travis

Snode in Derry. Please pray that God would guide us on the location He would have us begin our

first term and wisdom of how to best apply for the ministers of religion visa for long term ministry in

Ireland. Excited to visit additional areas such as Kilkenny, Galway, Sligo, Newry, and Dundalk that

have a need for church planting as well.
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